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Risk definitions
u “uncertainty about and severity of the events 

and consequences (or outcomes) of an activity 
with respect to something that humans value” 
[emphasis added] (Aven & Renn, 2009, p. 6).

u the “effect of uncertainty on objectives” 
(Standards Australia, 2009, p. 1).

u People’s values and perceptions influence how 
they judge risk.



u How is social risk constructed and 
assessed in the Australian coal mining 
project environment?

u The predominant approach to risk 
assessment is underpinned by a techno-
scientific epistemology and this 
epistemology influences how social risk 
is constructed and assessed.
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Defining social risk

u Social risk definitions – 3 
orientations

u Social acceptability risk

u Social risk is the potential 
for mining projects to 
generate adverse physical or 
non-physical impacts to 
individuals and social 
entities.
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Techno-scientific risk rationale
u Risk expressed through mathematical functions 

of probability and harm

u Rationalist, technical understanding of risk

u Scientific information is considered factual, free 
of bias and bereft of emotion



Social scientific risk rationale
u Critical of techno-scientific concepts of risk

u Socio-cultural factors are important – how 
different actors value certainty and types of 
social reality

u Risk perception influenced by conscious, 
subconscious and affective factors

u Factors that decrease risk tolerance: loss of 
control, personal experience, involuntariness, 
dread, inequitable distribution of risk, injustice, 
unfamiliarity, proximity, catastrophic potential



Risk terminology
u Risk appetite: the tendency of an individual or 

group to take risk in a given situation

u Risk attitude: the chosen response to a given 
risky situation, influenced by risk perception

u Risk tolerance: an external measurable 
expression of risk appetite; the permissible 
degree of accuracy around a value, %



Types of social risk

u Community health and 
safety

u Community services and 
infrastructure

u Air quality

u Community impacts 
(general)

u Noise

u Traffic

u Water
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Limitation of techno-scientific risk rationale

u Unwillingness or inability to 
contemplate public values, 
perceptions and social 
concerns

u Can result in failure to 
understand what other 
actors consider to be at risk 
and why projects that are 
deemed technically sound 
still generate opposition
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u Risk tolerance is more than 
numerical data

u Risk tolerance judgements must 
be based on:
ubalanced assessment of 

competing arguments and 
evidence

u Impacts to external actors, as 
well as

uRisks to the project

Who decides what’s at risk?



Questions for discussion
u How do project proponents determine the risk 

tolerance of other parties?

u What criteria, processes and tools do they use?

u How do they reconcile diverse magnitudes of risk 
tolerance, particularly for non-physical social risks?

u If risk governance tools and frameworks 
recommend that risk perceptions, social concerns 
and risk tolerability be considered, why are these 
factors rarely explicitly considered in project risk 
assessments


